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Archaia Entertainment, LLC, United States, 2011. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Archaia Black Label and Relativity Media are proud to present an all-new, epic
collection based within the world of the Tarsem Singh-directed film Immortals , starring Henry
Cavill, Mickey Rourke, and John Hurt. This OGN is not an adaptation of the film, but rather an
anthology of original tales that expand the mythology and introduce fans to the exciting world
featured within the movie. Witness the epic battle between Gods and Titans, with the future of
Mankind in the balance! Featuring two painted covers by superstar artist David Mack ( Kabuki ), this
unique hardcover flips, separating the book in two: half dedicated to tales of the Gods, the other
half showing Man s struggles to claim the Earth as their own. These amazing myths are brought to
you by some of the greatest creators in comics: Jimmy Palmiotti Justin Gray ( Jonah Hex ), Chris
Roberson ( Superman , iZombie ), Jock ( The Losers , Detective Comics ), Ron Marz ( Green Lantern ,
Artifacts ), Dennis Calero ( X-Men Noir , Batman ), Jim McCann ( Return of the Dapper Men ),...
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ReviewsReviews

This type of book is almost everything and helped me hunting forward and more. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this published e pdf.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Edwa r do Ziem a nn-- Edwa r do Ziem a nn

Certainly, this is the finest work by any article writer. It really is full of wisdom and knowledge You will not sense monotony at at any time of your own time
(that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Ma r ion Ma nn DDS-- Ma r ion Ma nn DDS
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